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why a Mereway bathroom?

Bathrooms are often the smallest room in the house 

where space tends to be at a premium. With inspirational 

furniture, worktops and handles, Mereway Bathrooms have 

brought together a collection of designs and finishes we 

know you will love. 

Crafted with style and quality Mereway Bathrooms offer 

two exclusive furniture collections designed to reflect your 

lifestyle and suit your pocket.  

Infinity fitted furniture offers a wide range of depths 

and sizes giving you endless design and storage 

possibilities whatever the size of your bathroom. Synergy 

brings together a boutique collection of contemporary 

freestanding furniture that requires little or no planning and 

is easy to install. 

With an extensive range of cabinets in a choice of depths, 

we can help you maximize those awkward spaces. All 

are fitted with a gentle soft closing system ensuring 

doors and drawers are shut in a controlled way protecting 

cabinets, contents and fingers. A range of basins and taps 

are available to complement the furniture and help you 

complete the look. 

So whether your bathroom is big or small, contemporary 

or traditional, Mereway Bathrooms have everything to help 

you create a bathroom is… simply beautiful.

Keeping your environment beautiful

We recognise that we have a vital 

role in helping to protect the local 

and global environment. We are proud 

to use a wide range of sustainable 

products throughout our manufacturing 

process and strive to use recyclable 

materials wherever possible as part of 

our serious commitment to supporting 

green issues.
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sargasso walnut
Walnut doors on Walnut cabinets with handle no. 
624. Solid surface worktop in Twilight Black with 
Brisa basin and eXe tap. 



4

sargasso light oak
Light Oak doors on Light Oak cabinets with handle 
no. 626. Solid surface worktop in Mineral White 
with integral vanity basin and breakfront. Levo tap 
and bath filler. Levanto back to wall pan with soft 
close wrap over seat.
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strada white
White satin doors on White cabinets with White 
inset handle. Solid surface worktop in Solid White 
with Aura basin, Levo tap and feature basin bottle 
trap. 
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strada walnut
White satin doors on Walnut cabinets with Walnut 
inset handle. Laminate worktop in Walnut with 
Levanto 55 basin and Piazza tap. Levanto back to 
wall pan with soft close wrap over seat.
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strada light oak
White satin doors on White cabinets with Light 
Oak inset handle. Laminate worktop in Light 
Oak with Aura basin, Levo tap and feature basin 
bottle trap. 
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adriatic gloss white
Gloss White doors on Gloss White cabinets with 
handle no. 621. Solid surface worktop in Slate 
Grey with Brisa basin, Levo tap and feature basin 
bottle trap.
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adriatic gloss oyster
 Gloss Oyster doors on Gloss Oyster cabinets with 
handle no. 621. Solid surface worktop in Oyster 
Pearl.  
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atlantic light maple
Light Maple doors on Light Maple cabinets with 
handle no. 627. Laminate worktop in Black Gloss 
with Levanto 55 basin and eXe tap. Levanto back 
to wall pan with standard seat.
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atlantic white
White doors on Light Maple cabinets with handle 
no. 601. Laminate worktop and flyover in Light 
Maple. Levanto 55 basin with eXe tap and bath 
shower mixer. Levanto back to wall pan with 
standard seat.
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aegean gloss oyster
Gloss Oyster doors on Gloss Oyster cabinets with 
handle no. 619. Laminate worktop and flyover in 
Volcanic Granite Gloss. Levanto 55 basin with eXe tap. 
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aegean gloss white
Gloss White doors on Gloss White cabinets with 
handle no. 612. Laminate worktop in Grey Granite 
Gloss. Traditional light baffle and cornice.
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aegean pearwood
Pearwood doors on Pearwood cabinets with 
handle no. 614. Laminate worktop and flyover in 
Grey Granite Gloss. 
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aegean whitegrain
Whitegrain doors on White cabinets with handle 
no. 602. Laminate worktop in Natural Marble 
Gloss with Levanto 55 basin. Levanto back to wall 
pan with standard seat.
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pacific white
White doors on Light Maple cabinets with handle 
no. 604. Laminate worktop and Type 28 cornice 
in Light Maple. Levanto 55 basin and Levo tap. 
Levanto back to wall pan with standard seat.
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pacific light maple
Light Maple and Fiore white glass doors on Light 
Maple cabinets with handle no. 618. Laminate 
worktop in White Star Gloss with Levanto 55 basin 
and Levo tap.
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pacific linear birch
Linear Birch doors on Linear Birch cabinets with 
handle no. 618. Solid surface worktop and flyover 
in Slate Grey with Aura basin and Levo tap. 
Levanto back to wall pan with standard seat.
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java driftwood
Driftwood doors on Driftwood cabinets with 
handle no. 622 in White. Solid surface in 
Solid White with Solana basin and Piazza tap. 
Levanto back to wall pan with soft close wrap 
over seat. 
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java light oak
Light Oak doors on Light Oak cabinets with 
handle no. 622 in Chrome. Laminate worktop 
in Riven Limestone with Levanto 55 basin and 
Piazza tap. Levanto back to wall pan with soft 
close wrap over seat. 
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java warm cherry
Warm Cherry doors on Warm Cherry cabinets   
with handle no. 621. Solid surface worktop in 
Mineral White with integral vanity basin and 
Levo tap.
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java sanded oak
Sanded Oak and Fiore black glass doors on Sanded 
Oak cabinets with handle no. 619. Laminate 
worktop in Black Marble Gloss with Aura basin and 
Levo tap.
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space saving solutions
great ideas for the smallest room in your home

Bathrooms are places to relax both your body and mind, so storage is key. Think about the toiletries 

you use every day and how best they can be accessed, stored or displayed. 

Maximise space by using 220mm deep cabinets and the more compact Levanto 45 semi countertop 

basin as shown opposite.  

Fit cabinets with plinth to ensure a seamless finish from worktop to floor. Or incorporate wall hung 

cabinets for an open, airy feel. 

Waste bins, Linen baskets and tissue roll can all be stored away in our purposely designed cabinets. 

Incorporate a space saving Dual Flush Cistern within a Shallow Base Unit reducing the amount of space 

required for the WC. 

Use wall mounted mirrored cabinets to provide valuable storage space and keep worktops clutter free. 

A Bi-fold Wall Unit will give you complete access to a double cabinet in a single action.  

Ensure you have enough lighting. Bright light is essential, whilst overhead accent or feature 

downlighting can provide a calming effect. 

Space saving solutions featured here include Levanto 45 semi countertop basin and matching back to 

wall pan with standard seat. 220mm deep cabinets with Dual Flush Cistern, Bi-fold Wall Unit, Tissue 

Roll Unit and Open Shelf. Door shown is Adriatic Gloss White with handle no. 605 and Laminate 

worktop in Light Maple.
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features and accessories
 
Personalise your bathroom with our cleverly designed 
range of features and accessories

1.   Flush mounted LED Downlight for use in 

Flyover Shelf when above wall unit

2.    Energy efficient surface mounted Chrome 

LED Downlight

3.    Overhead Cornice Light 

4.   Energy efficient Halo LED Light in 

Aluminium finish

5.    Overhead Mirror Light in Chrome finish

6.     Interior Unit Shaving Socket with built in 

low voltage light switch (Model may vary)

7.  Tissue Roll Unit complete with roll holder

 8. First Aid Wall Unit with lockable  

 medical box. (Contents not included) 

9. ‘Mini’ Waste Bin with 8 litre capacity

9
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10.  Wicker basket base unit with 2 storage  

 baskets

11. Semi Countertop Drawer Basin Unit   

 with space provided between drawers  

 for plumbing services

12.  Horizontal Bi-fold door

13. Pull-out Linen Basket in Chrome

14.  Concealed Dual Flush Cistern with Chrome 

Push Button Mechanism

15. Glass Feature Corner Shelves for storage  

 or display

16.  Chrome/Frosted Glass Tumbler and Chrome/

Frosted Glass Soap Dish

 17.  Glass Shelf Unit with 8mm Feature Glass 

Shelves with Chrome Support brackets
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Flat slab door with sharp 

radius edges in a high 

gloss painted finish

door ranges

adriatic

Gloss White Gloss Oyster

Solid wood Shaker design 

with veneered horizontal 

grain centre panel.*

sargasso

Walnut Light Oak

Light OakWalnut

Cabinet Suggestions

Frosted glass or
mirror available

Shaker design in a foil 

wrapped finish 

atlantic

Light Maple White

WhiteLight Maple

Cabinet Suggestions

Glass Feature Door

*The attractive variations in shade and grain structure are a desirable characteristic of this natural timber door

Glass Feature Door

Light Oak

Walnut

Flat slab satin painted white 

door with inset handle

strada

White/White White/Walnut

Cabinet Suggestions

White/Light Oak

Gloss OysterGloss White

Cabinet Suggestions

Frosted glass or
mirror available

White
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door ranges

Gloss WhiteGloss Oyster

Gloss Oyster Gloss White

WhitePearwood

Square recessed pattern 

door in either a foil wrapped 

or painted high gloss finish 

aegean

Pearwood Whitegrain

Cabinet Suggestions

Glass Feature Door

Soft radius edged door in a 

foil wrapped finish

pacific

White Light Maple Linear Birch

Flat slab door in MFC finish 

with 2mm PVC edges

java

Driftwood

Designed to suit all door 

ranges.

Frameless Glass doors 

always supplied with handle 

no. 620.

frameless feature 
glass doors

Fiore Patterned 
Black

Fiore Patterned 
White

Mirror

Light Oak

Frosted glass or
mirror available

Light Maple

Linear Birch

Cabinet Suggestions

White

Driftwood Light Oak

Cabinet Suggestions

Warm Cherry Sanded Oak
Warm Cherry Sanded Oak
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Twilight Black (TB)

Mineral White (MW)

Oyster Pearl (OP)

Sand Dune (SD)

Sea Stone (SS)

Dappled Grey (DG)

Slate Grey (SG)

Made of an acrylic bound solid surface 
material, all worktops are impact 
resistant and water repellent making 
them the ultimate surface offering.

With a variety of semi-matt natural 
colours available, you are sure to find 
the perfect finish to complement your 
chosen door perfectly.

Mereway Bathrooms solid surfaces are 
available in 9 durable natural finishes.

 - Can be combined with water   
  resistant integral basin to   
  eliminate unsightly gaps

 - Can be reversed and used as   
  flyover shelves

 - Can be used to create a feature   
  upstand

 - Hygienic non-porous surface

 - Pleasantly warm to the touch

 -  Resistant to common household 
chemicals

 - Easy to clean and maintain

 - Heat resistant up to 180oc

 - Light fast

 - Factory fitted encapsulated edges

 - Can be repaired and re-sanded to  
  remove scratches

solid surface worktops

Solid Black (SB)

Solid White (SW)
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Laminate surfaces are available in gloss 
or satin finishes and are designed to 
complement our range of doors.

 

It is also possible for them to be used 
as flyover shelving where appropriate.

Mereway Bathrooms laminate surfaces 
are available in 20 natural finishes.

 -  Quality certified by the British 
Standards Institute

 -  Uses materials from recycled  
or managed forest sources

 -  Strong and enduring

 - Easy to clean and maintain

 -  Suitable for fabricating and 
installing in several ways

laminate worktops

White Star Gloss (WS) Black Marble Gloss (BM) Natural Marble Gloss (NM)

Quartz Granite Gloss (QG) Grey Granite Gloss (GG) Volcanic Granite Gloss (VG)

Natural Pebble Gloss (NP) Black Astral Gloss (BG) White Gloss (HW)

Oyster Gloss (OG) Light Maple (LM) Linear Birch (LB)

Sanded Oak (SO) Warm Cherry (WC) Pearwood (P)

Riven Slate (RS) Riven Limestone (RL)

Walnut (W)Light Oak (LO) Driftwood (D)
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 Please note: Handles are supplied loose. 

*  No. 620 supplied as standard on all Frameless Mirrored and Fiore Glass Doors.

Choose any one of the handles in our popular ‘Inclusive 
Range’ or select from our new ‘Premium Collection’ to add 
that touch of individuality to your bathroom.

Chunky Chrome ‘D’ handle 624

Chrome Shell Handle 618

Chrome Bow Handle 604

Stainless Steel Effect ‘T’ Bar 
Handle 625

Chrome Shaker Handle 601

Chrome Arched Handle 605

Chrome Square Knob 616

Polished Chrome Knob 612

White Porcelain/Chrome Knob 602

Chrome Knob 620

Titanium Domed Knob 627

Iron Finish Round Knob 626

Gold Chrome Ring Knob 614

Hourglass Knob in Polished Chrome 619

handles

premium collection

inclusive range

Large ‘D’ handle available in Chrome (623 C), 
Black (623 B) or White (623 W)

Medium ‘D’ handle available in Chrome (622 C), 
Black (622 B) or White (622 W)

Small ‘D’ Handle available in Chrome 
(621 C), Black (621 B) or White (621 W)
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Levanto 45 semi countertop 
basin with taphole

Levanto 55 semi countertop 
basin with taphole

Solana basinBrisa basin

Aura basin

Mini Brisa basin

Levanto back to wall pan 
(shown with soft close wrap over seat)

Levanto back to wall pan 
(shown with soft close wrap over seat)

Levanto wrap over soft close seat

Levanto standard seat

Mistral vanity basin

ceramics
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brassware

Levo Mono Smooth Bodied
Extended Basin Mixer

Levo Mono Smooth Bodied
Basin Mixer

Levo Mono Bath Filler Levo Mono Bath/
Shower Mixer

Levo Deck Mounted 
Bath Filler

Chrome and frosted 
glass soap dish

Chrome and frosted 
glass tumbler

Levo Mono Smooth Bodied
Extended Basin Mixer

Levo Mono Smooth Bodied
Basin Mixer

Levo Mono Bath Filler Levo Mono Bath/
Shower Mixer

Levo Deck Mounted 
Bath Filler

Levo Deck Mounted Bath/
Shower Mixer

eXe Mono Basin Mixer eXe Deck Bath Filler eXe Deck Bath/Shower Mixer

Piazza Mono Smooth Bodied  
Extended Basin Mixer

Piazza Mono Smooth Bodied  
Basin Mixer

Piazza Deck Mounted 
Bath Filler

Piazza Deck Mounted Bath / 
Shower Mixer

Slotted Push Type 
Basin Waste

Unslotted Push Type Basin 
Waste

Square Slotted Push Type 
Basin Waste

Square Unslotted Push 
Type Basin Waste

Square Feature Basin 
Bottle Trap



beautifully simple



Synergy by Mereway Bathrooms is an exclusive range of 
freestanding furniture that brings together cabinets, ceramics, 
brassware and accessories to create a sleek European look 
that requires no planning and is easy to install.
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aura
Aura is a compact hinged door cabinet featuring 
a solid surface worktop and a round vessel style 
ceramic basin. Shown here in Red Silk with handle 
no. 624.

1. Single door cabinet with white interior

2. WC unit featuring solid surface worktop and  
 Levanto back to wall pan, shown here with  
 wrap over soft close seat

3.  Aura full height back panel featuring mirror, 
light and shelf 
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1

2 aura
Aura is a compact hinged door cabinet featuring 
a solid surface worktop and round vessel style 
ceramic basin. Shown here with additional 
cabinets from the Synergy range in White Gloss 
with handle no. 622 in Black.

1. WC unit with solid surface upgrade

2. Midi unit with solid door
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1

2 mini brisa
Mini Brisa is a compact hinged door cabinet 
featuring a square ceramic basin. Shown here in 
Red Silk with handle no. 624. 

1. Mini Brisa ceramic basin with Levo tap

2.   Levanto close coupled pan, shown here with 
wrap over soft close seat
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1

2 brisa
Brisa is a compact 2 drawer cabinet featuring 
a square ceramic basin. Shown here with 
additional cabinets from the Synergy range in 
Wenge Silk with handle no. 623 in Chrome.

1. Split top drawer with space for plumbing

2. Square metal feature legs
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1

2 brisa
Brisa is a compact 2 drawer cabinet featuring a 
square ceramic basin. Shown here in Black Gloss 
with handle no. 622. 

1. Handle no. 622 in chrome finish 

2. Split top drawer with space for plumbing
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aura
Aura is a compact hinged door cabinet featuring 
a solid surface worktop and a round vessel style 
ceramic basin. Shown here in Ash Silk with handle 
no. 624.

1.  Aura full height back panel featuring  mirror, 
light and shelf

2. Overhead Mirror Light

3. Levo tall monobloc basin mixer   
 with Aura ceramic basin

2

3

1
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1

2

solana
Solana is a full size 2 drawer cabinet featuring 
a rectangular ceramic basin. Shown here in 
Teak Silk with handle no. 623.   

1.  Solana full height back panel featuring  
mirror, light and shelf

2. Split top drawer with space for plumbing
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aura
Aura is a compact hinged door cabinet featuring 
a solid surface worktop and round vessel style 
ceramic basin. Shown here with additional 
cabinets from the Synergy range in Tigrato Silk 
with handle no. 622 in Black.

1. Tigrato door on black cabinet with breakfront  
 worktop in Solid Black

1
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1

2

3

brisa
Brisa is a compact 2 drawer cabinet featuring a 
square ceramic basin. Shown here in Fiore Silk with 
handle no. 622. 

1.   Overhead Mirror Light

2.   Handle no. 622 in chrome finish

3. Lower full width white drawer
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taps

Solana basin

Chrome and frosted 
glass soap dish

Chrome and frosted 
glass tumbler

Brisa basinAura basin Mini Brisa basin

Levanto close coupled wc 
(shown with soft close wrap 

over seat)

Levanto back to wall pan 
(shown with soft close wrap 

over seat)

synergy selection

basins

wc’s

accessories

Levo Mono Smooth Bodied
Extended Basin Mixer

Levo Mono Smooth Bodied
Basin Mixer

eXe Mono Basin MixerPiazza Mono Smooth Bodied  
Extended Basin Mixer

Piazza Mono Smooth Bodied  
Basin Mixer
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Ash Teak Wenge Tigrato Red Fiore

synergy selection

silk finishes

Flat slab door and cabinet 
sides with sharp radius 
edges in a foil wrapped 
finish

Black White

gloss finishes

Flat slab door and cabinet 
sides with sharp radius edges 
in a foil gloss finish

Twilight Black (TB) Sand Dune (SD)Mineral White (MW) Sea Stone (SS)Oyster Pearl (OP)

Dappled Grey (DG) Slate Grey (SG)

solid surface worktops

Solid Black (SB) Solid White (SW)

handles

no. 623* 
Large Chrome ‘D’ handle

no. 622* 
Medium Chrome ‘D’ handle

no. 624 
Chunky Chrome ‘D’ handle

*Also available in Black and White
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